Abstract: Extracellular recordings of electrical neuronal sources with non-planar multichannel microelectrodes promise a high spatio-temporal resolution. We have developed signal-based algorithms, simulations and models to inversely estimate neuronal source positions and electrical properties by using multi-sensor recorded extracellular action potentials (EAP). Here, we analyse the dependence of electrode configurations on the position estimation by simulations. Estimations were simulated for various interelectrode spacings, electrode-source distances and signal-tonoise ratios. The results show that inverse estimation depends on the electrode size or rather on the inter-electrode spacing. We find, as a rule, the larger the spacing, the larger the eligible source location area, but estimation quality of sources which are in the proximity of an electrode contact decreases. In addition, noise worsen the estimation and decreases the assessable distance between source and electrode. Thus, multichannel micro-electrodes should be selected towards signal and spatial sensitivity requirements.
Introduction
Our brain is the center for communication and interaction with the outside world. Analyses of brain activity can help to cover brain functions and origins of neuronal diseases. It is assumed that multi-sensor recordings of extracellular neuronal activity with multichannel microelectrodes in brain tissue provide a vast gain of information.
For evaluation of intra-cortical signals spike-sorting allows an identification and assignment of EAPs [1] . Continuative issues are to localize the origin of single unit activities and to track the related neuronal activity propagations. However, intra-cortical EAP-recordings lack of supporting techniques to position microelectrodes well with respect to high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and to monitor electrode shifts [2] , that generally prohibit a proper recording and post-processing of recorded signals.
We are developing signal based algorithms to inversely estimate electrical neuronal source positions and corresponding properties. For this, we use the multi-sensor recorded EAP-amplitudes, which are inversely related to the distance between neuronal source and electrode contact [3] . Intra-cortical EAP recordings of electrical neuronal sources with non-planar multichannel micro-electrodes provide a high spatial sensitivity [4] . Non-planar multichannel microelectrodes, i.e. three dimensional arranged multichannel microelectrode configurations, allows an unequivocal triangulation [5] and consequently a threedimensional localization of the source [6] . Another advantage in using multichannel microelectrodes is the possibility to significantly increase the SNR [7] and to optimize neuronal information sensing.
Methods

Model presumptions
Brain tissue is supposed to be an infinite, entirely ohmic and ideal homogeneous medium [8] . Quartz-glas isolation of the modelled glas fibre-electrode with metal contacts was neglected. The multichannel microelectrode contacts and the neuron were simulated as point sinks and sources. This is possible, since recorded potentials disperse homogeneously on an electrode contact. A punctual consideration of neuronal sources, approximatively electrical source generators, result in a reduction of source parameters to be estimated [9] and this to a reduction of minimum required electrode channels. Additionally, the Coulomb's constant was set to 1. The EAPamplitude is inversely related to the distance between the electrical neuronal source and electrode contact [3] and is supposed to be of low noise. Noise can be strongly reduced by using averaged and sorted EAP-signals.
Estimation
The estimation/simulation was done with Scilab 5.4.1 and is separated into three basic steps/algorithms: forward, inverse and evaluation algorithm.
Simulation conditions were adjusted in the forward algorithm. Conditions are: Number of electrode channels, electrode configuration, the electrical neuronal source model (e.g. monopole, dipole, multipole), the neuronal source position and electrical properties. The forward algorithm is used to calculate the EAP-amplitudes for each simulated electrode contact by solving an exact forward problem with unique solution.
The inverse algorithm uses the in forward algorithm generated EAP-amplitudes to inversely approximate the preconditions from forward model. Approximation is constructed as a non-linear inverse problem and solved by Levenberg-Marquardt optimization algorithm. Thus, the computational burden is related to the number of electrode channels, to the complexity of the neuronal source model and to the initial values. We need at least the same number of electrode channels and source properties to solve the inverse problem. Note that the more electrode channels are used, the better the inverse algorithm performs [10] . Anyway, solving inverse problems lead often to ambiguous solutions.
A significant issue is then to solve the inverse "ambivalent" approximation problem, when applied for different initial values in a third step. For this, we have provided several statistical evaluation methods to accurately estimate neuronal source properties [9] .
Example
To demonstrate the previously specified steps we simulate an electrical neuronal monopole source at the position [0, 0, -20] µm and a charge of 1 arbitrary unit (a.u.). Source properties were selected to simplify the simulations. We need at least a four channel electrode recording to inversely approximate the neuronal-monopole properties. Thus we used an equilateral tetrahedral electrode configuration, similar to a tetrode configuration. Electrode data, like contact positions and recorded EAP-amplitudes, are shown in Table 1 . The inverse estimation procedure is repeated 1000 times with different initial values to yield a sufficient amount of statistical evaluable data. Since the true neuronal properties are known, the initial values can be randomly selected in specified ranges to this properties (in this example ±50 µm and ±50 a.u. charge), in a hyper cubic range (see Figure 1 ).
Note that initial values that are located close to the source properties produces superior estimation results than distant ones. Estimation configuration and results can be regarded in a 3D-plot in Figure 2 . Note that the inversely estimated electrical neuronal source properties are not shown in the 3D-plot and that the 1000 inverse estimated source positions (red dots) are partly superposed. In addition, proper inverse estimated positions (843 correct estimations with an absolute tolerance rate of 10^-6 to each true source property) are covered from the true source position (blue dot). The evaluation algorithms are then used to statistically solve the ambivalent approximations, to reject outliers and to provide unique solutions close to the true neuronal forward conditions [10] .
Inter-electrode spacing
To check the dependence of inter-electrode spacing we used different multichannel electrode configurations in the estimation algorithm, equilateral tetrahedrons with various edge lengths (5, 10, 20, 50 and 100 µm), where electrode contacts were positioned as points at the tetrahedron corners to estimate electrical a monopole source representing neuron. The electrode tip was set to the origin of coordinate system. Hence, the inter-electrode spacing is in each case the same, while the spacing can be modified easily via edge length.
The monopole sources charge was hold on 1 a.u. while the position was moved in z-axis. The neuronal source position was adjusted to with . Initial values are randomly selected in a hyper cubic range of ±0.5 µm and ±0.5 a.u. charge to the true forward source conditions. Estimation was done for each electrode-neuron distance and each tetrahedron configuration respectively edge length, while each estimation contain 1000 inverse estimations with random initial values. Additionally, the estimation was done with different random seeds to receive significant results.
Since we are working with ground-truth data a differentiation between correct and incorrect estimation, by allowing an absolute estimation deviation between true and estimated source properties, is possible. In our simulations we allow an absolute deviation of 10^-6 to each in forward algorithm set neuronal property. The simulations were performed with machine accuracy.
Signal-to-noise ratio
Signal-to-noise was tested similar to the inter-electrode spacing dependence in chapter 2.4 Inter-electrode spacing. Neuron (monopole source) was moved in z-axis and interelectrode spacing was varied with edge lengths, while electrode tip was kept on origin.
We just added some Gaussian noise to the recorded potentials, before the inverse estimation algorithm starts. This simulates neuronal-, electrode-or amplifier-based noise. We used noise levels with a standard deviation of about 0.1 and 1 percent from the in chapter 2.3 Example simulated EAPamplitudes (from 12 a.u.). In addition, the absolute variance between true and estimated source properties was increased to 0.1 µm and 0.1 a.u. charge to obtain proper results.
Results
Inter-electrode spacing
We evaluated the inverse estimation algorithm with various inter-electrode spacings and electrode-source distances. Figure 3 points the mean results of inverse approximations.
We see: bigger inter-electrode sizes provide a superior inverse estimation performance in larger distances, but are inferior in short distances. Contrariwise smaller interelectrode spacings are suitable for small distances and weaken significantly in larger distances.
Signal-to-noise ratio
The signal-to-noise ratio was tested with constant Gaussian noise. As expected noise worsen the inverse estimation results. Figure 4 exhibits the number of correct inverse source estimations with a standard noise level deviation of 0.1 percent to 12 a.u. voltage and an absolute variance of 0.1 to the true source properties. 
Discussion
The results show that inverse estimation of neuronal sources depends on the electrode size or rather on the inter-electrode spacing. We find, the larger the spacing, the larger the eligible source location area, but estimation quality of sources which are in the proximity of an electrode contact decreases. However, this effect requires sufficiently high signal-to-noise ratios, which can be achieved in real data by calculation of mean spike-signal amplitudes. Noise worsen the number of correct inverse estimations and decreases the treasurable distance between source and electrode. In conclusion, multichannel microelectrodes should be selected towards signal and spatial sensitivity requirements.
Finally we note that another important point to consider in a next step would be the influence of electrode contact surfaces on the inverse source position estimation algorithm.
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